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ABSTRACT			

Schlafen	proteins	are	important	in	cell	differentiation	and	defense	against	viruses,	and	yet	this	

family	of	vertebrate	proteins	is	just	beginning	to	be	understood	at	the	molecular	level.		Here,	the	

three-dimensional	architecture	and	molecular	interfaces	of	human	schlafen12	(hSLFN12),	which	

promotes	intestinal	stem	cell	differentiation,	are	analyzed	by	sequence	conservation	and	structural	

modeling	in	light	of	the	functions	of	its	homologs	and	binding	partners.		Our	analysis	shows	that	the	

schlafen	or	divergent	AAA	ATPase	domain	described	in	the	N-terminal	region	of	schlafens	in	

databases	and	the	literature	is	a	misannotation.		This	N-terminal	region	is	conclusively	an	AlbA_2	

DNA/RNA	binding	domain,	forming	the	conserved	core	of	schlafens	and	their	sequence	homologs	

from	bacteria	through	mammals.		Group	III	schlafens	additionally	contain	a	AAA	NTPase	domain	in	

their	C-terminal	helicase	region.		In	hSLFN12,	we	have	uncovered	a	domain	matching	rho	GTPases,	

which	directly	follows	the	AlbA_2	domain	in	all	group	II-III	schlafens.		Potential	roles	for	the	

GTPase-like	domain	include	antiviral	activity	and	cytoskeletal	interactions	that	contribute	to	

nucleocytoplasmic	shuttling	and	cell	polarization	during	differentiation.		Based	on	features	

conserved	with	rSlfn13,	the	AlbA_2	region	in	hSLFN12	is	likely	to	bind	RNA,	possibly	as	a	

ribonuclease.		We	hypothesize	that	RNA	binding	by	hSLFN12	contributes	to	an	RNA-induced	

transcriptional	silencing/E3	ligase	complex,	given	the	functions	of	hSLFN12’s	partners,	SUV39H1,	

JMJD6,	and	PDLIM7.		hSLFN12’s	partner	hSerpinB12	may	contribute	to	heterochromatin	formation,	

based	on	its	homology	to	MENT,	or	directly	regulate	transcription	via	its	binding	to	RNA	

polymerase	II.		The	analysis	presented	here	provides	clear	architectural	and	transcriptional	

regulation	hypotheses	to	guide	experimental	design	for	hSLFN12	and	the	thousands	of	schlafens	

that	share	its	motifs.		
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Introduction	

Proteins	in	the	schlafen	family	(Slfns)	are	present	widely	in	vertebrates,	including	mammals,	fish,	

and	amphibia	[1].		Slfns	1-4	were	first	reported	20	years	ago	and	found	to	be	differentially	

regulated	during	T	cell	development	and	thymocyte	maturation	[2].		The	name	schlafen	means	“to	

sleep”	in	German,	based	on	the	observation	that	Slfn1	arrests	the	cell	cycle	at	G0/G1	[2].		Since	then,	

Slfns	have	become	associated	with	roles	including	anti-proliferation	and	cell	differentiation	[3,4],	

inhibition	of	viral	replication	[5,6],	prevention	of	cancer	cell	migration	and	invasion	[7],	and	

sensitization	of	cancer	cells	to	DNA-damaging	drugs	[8].		However,	the	molecular	mechanisms	

underlying	these	functions	of	Slfns	remain	poorly	understood.		

Research	has	focused	on	Slfn	proteins	from	mouse	(mSlfn1,	mSlfn2,	mSlfn3,	mSlfn4,	mSlfn5,	mSlfn8,	

mSlfn9,	mSlfn10,	and	mSlfn14)	and	humans	(abbreviated	in	capitals	as	hSLFN5,	hSLFN11,	

hSLFN12,	hSLFN13,	and	hSLFN14)	[3].		These	schlafens	fall	into	three	groups	based	on	protein	

length:	group	I	(37-42	kDa),	group	II	(58-68	kDa),	and	group	III	(100-104	kDa)	[4].		All	contain	a	

Slfn	box	motif,	which	bears	the	sequence	ILPQYVSAFANTDGGYLFIGLNE	in	hSLFN12.		Not	found	in	

other	proteins,	the	Slfn	box	is	referred	to	as	a	“conserved	domain	signature	(COG2865)	found	in	a	

variety	of	putative	proteins	assigned	as	transcriptional	regulators	or	helicases”	[4].		The	Slfn	box	is	

followed	by	what	has	been	called	a	schlafen	(or	divergent)	AAA	domain,	which	lacks	the	Walker	A	

motif	associated	with	NTPase	activity	[3,4].		The	Walker	A	or	P-loop	(phosphate	loop)	motif	is	a	

nucleotide	binding	structural	motif	found	in	the	AAA	family	of	ATPases	[9]	that	binds	phosphate	

groups	in	the	nucleotide.		This	loop	has	the	conserved	amino	acid	sequence	G-XXXX-GK-[T	or	S],	

linking	a b	strand	to	an	a	helix	in	the	active	site	[10];	X	represents	nonconserved	positions	in	the	

sequence.		Alteration	or	nonconservation	of	the	P-loop	sequence	in	an	otherwise	AAA-like	domain	

is	associated	with	loss	of	ATPase	function.		Group	II-III	Slfns	contain	the	Slfn-specific	SWADL	

sequence	motif,	with	unknown	function	[11].		Group	III	Slfns	additionally	contain	a	AAA	domain	in	

their	C-terminal	region	matching	superfamily	I	DNA/RNA	helicases	[4].		Of	the	15	929	sequences	

identified	as	Slfns	in	the	Conserved	Domains	Database	[12],	molecular	functions	have	been	partially	

characterized	for	hSLFN5,	mSlfn8,	hSLFN11,	rat	Slfn13	(rSlfn13),	hSLFN13,	and	hSLFN14.		hSLFN5	

is	a	transcriptional	co-repressor	of	signal	transducer	and	activator	of	transcription	1	(STAT1)-

stimulated	interferon	responses	to	infection	and	glioblastoma	[13].		hSLFN11	destabilizes	the	

replication	factor	A	(RPA)-ssDNA	complex,	inhibiting	checkpoint	maintenance	and	DNA	repair.		

hSLFN11	also	cleaves	tRNA	associated	with	codons	required	by	HIV-1	proteins	or	kinases	that	

cause	deleterious	activity	in	cells	with	damaged	DNA	[14,15].		mSlfn8,	rSlfn13,	and	hSLFN13	cleave	

ribosomal	and/or	transfer	RNA,	with	the	biological	implications	not	yet	known	[16].		The	N-
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terminal	region	in	hSLFN14	also	acts	as	an	endoribonuclease	of	ribosomal	RNA	and	ribosome-

bound	mRNA	[17].		

Our	focus	on	hSLFN12	is	due	to	its	crucial	role	in	the	differentiation	of	prostate	epithelial	cells	and	

nutrient-absorbing	intestinal	enterocytes	and	the	desire	to	understand	the	underlying	molecular	

mechanism	[18,19].		At	the	same	time,	given	the	diverse	descriptions	of	Slfn	cellular	functions	and	

domain	structures,	we	would	like	to	characterize	the	common	structural	and	functional	features	of	

Slfns	in	general.		hSLFN12	is	likely	to	have	important	roles	in	cell	types	beyond	enterocytes,	since	it	

is	expressed	in	133	different	healthy	tissues	at	various	stages	of	development	(https://bgee.org)	

[20].		Understanding	and	being	able	to	regulate	enterocyte	differentiation	at	a	molecular	level	may	

present	useful	opportunities	for	clinical	intervention.		For	instance,	downregulating	the	

replenishment	of	enterocytes	could	help	control	obesity,	while	stimulating	the	renewal	of	

enterocytes	would	aid	in	reversing	the	intestinal	mucosal	atrophy	that	occurs	from	prolonged	

fasting,	which	makes	patients	vulnerable	to	bacterial	infections	[21,22].	

In	general,	Slfns	are	very	distantly	related	to	other	protein	families,	creating	a	fascinating	

bioinformatics	challenge.		Searching	for	protein	sequence	homologs	of	hSLFN12	with	multiple	

rounds	of	PSI-BLAST	[23]	only	identifies	Slfns	or	uncharacterized	proteins.		Understanding	the	

structure	and	function	of	Slfns	has	been	complicated	by	inconsistent	and	unsupported	annotations	

that	have	propagated	through	databases	and	the	scientific	literature.		InterPro	uses	the	Pfam	

conserved	domain	sequence	signature	for	the	AlbA_2	nucleic	acid	binding	domain	(PF04326;	

http://pfam.xfam.org/family/AlbA_2)	as	the	basis	to	detect	schlafen	AAA	domains	

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/entry/IPR007421).		On	the	other	hand,	InterPro	detects	

members	of	the	Slfn	superfamily	(IPR029684)	by	using	the	PANTHER	conserved	sequence	

signature	derived	from	a	selected	set	of	sequences	annotated	as	Slfns	

(http://www.pantherdb.org/panther/family.do?clsAccession=PTHR12155).		The	term	schlafen	

AAA	domain	is	assigned	by	InterPro	to	the	sequence-conserved	N-terminal	region	between	

residues	200-300	in	all	the	human	and	rodent	schlafens	

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/entry/IPR029684/proteins-matched).		The	intentionality	of	using	

an	AlbA_2	domain	signature	to	detect	Slfn	AAA	domains	was	confirmed	by	correspondence	with	

InterPro	(interhelp@ebi.ac.uk;	February	1,	2018),	although	AlbA_2	and	AAA	domains	are	

incompatible	in	structure	and	function	(see	section	3.1).			References	or	data	are	not	provided	in	

InterPro	to	support	the	designation	of	this	region	in	Slfns	as	a	AAA	domain	or	the	accompanying	

description	of	AAA	function	in	Slfns:	“AAA	ATPases	form	a	large,	functionally	diverse	protein	family	
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belonging	to	the	AAA+	superfamily	of	ring-shaped	P-loop	NTPases”.		InterPro	description	of	this	

region	as	a	AAA	domain	has	carried	over	to	the	Pfam	database,	which	is	the	basis	for	domain	

annotation	by	many	other	bioinformatics	servers.		For	instance,	the	Pfam	entry	for	the	AlbA_2	

family	(http://pfam.xfam.org/family/AlbA_2),	which	is	known	to	be	active	in	nucleic	acid	binding	

[24,25],	provides	descriptive	text	from	the	InterPro	entry	for	Slfns	(IPR007421),		incorrectly	

describing	AlbA_2	as	a	family	of	AAA	ATPases.		For	individual	proteins	(e.g.,	

https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q8IYM2),	the	UniProt	database	also	refers	to	the	incorrect	

InterPro	annotation	as	the	basis	for	stating	that	Slfns	have	“ATP	binding”	function.	

Similarly,	a	review	of	the	Slfn	literature	identifies	a	number	of	papers	that	mention	the	presence	of	

AAA	domains	without	providing	supportive	evidence	or	that	cite	another	paper(s)	mentioning	AAA	

domains	or	ATPase	activity	in	the	N-terminal	region	of	Slfns	(often	described	as	“adjacent	to	the	

schlafen	box	sequence”)	without	supportive	evidence	[1,3,6,26–31].		In	other	publications,	authors	

note	the	well-documented	presence	of	Walker	motif-containing	ATPase	domains	that	occur	only	in	

the	C-terminal	domain	of	the	helicase-like	group	III	Slfns	[4]	as	the	basis	for	inferring	the	presence	

of	AAA	domains	adjacent	to	the	Slfn	box	sequence	in	the	N-terminal	region	of	Slfns,	despite	this	

being	a	distal	and	nonhomologous	part	of	the	protein	[11,32–34].		Three	papers	include	evidence	

for	the	presence	of	a	divergent	AAA_4	domain	in	the	N-terminal	region	in	Slfns,	citing	the	

Pfam04326	motif	as	the	basis	for	identifying	the	AAA_4	domain	[16,35,36].		The	expectation	value	

provided	in	one	reference,	2.75*10-08,	indicates	a	very	low	probability	of	this	sequence	match	

occurring	at	random	[36].		However,	the	Pfam04326	motif	detects	AlbA_2	nucleic	acid	binding	

domains,	not	AAA	ATPase	domains.		This	misannotation	derives	from	the	incorrect	AAA	domain	

description	accompanying	the	AlbA_2	sequence	signature	in	InterPro,	which	is	repeated	in	Pfam	

and	UniProt.		Geserick	et	al.	identify	a	confident	match	to	a	AAA	domain	in	the	C-terminal	region	of	

group	III	Slfns,	with	a	conserved	Walker	ATPase	motif,	and	infer	that	these	group	III	Slfns	belong	to	

a	new	subfamily	of	RNA-dependent	ATPases	in	helicase	superfamily	I	[4].		Their	identification	of	a	

C-terminal	AAA	domain	in	group	III	Slfns	is	well-supported	and	uncontroversial;	the	confusion	

occurs	when	AAA	domains	are	postulated	to	occur	in	the	N-terminal	and	central	regions	of	Slfns	

without	supporting	evidence.		

Here,	we	use	structural	bioinformatics,	supported	by	recent	high-resolution	structural	and	activity	

data	on	a	close	relative,	rSlfn13	[16],	augmented	by	experimental	data	on	four	binding	partners,	to	

predict	hSLFN12	architecture,	conserved	motif	roles,	and	molecular	function	in	partnership	with	

proteins	and	nucleic	acids.		The	identity	of	an	AlbA_2	versus	AAA	domain	in	the	N-terminal	region	
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of	all	Slfns	is	addressed	in	detail.		This	analysis	substantially	clarifies	the	domain	structure	of	the	

mammalian	Slfns.		We	then	discuss	the	implications	for	cell	differentiation	[18,19]	and	gene	

regulation,	functions	often	ascribed	to	Slfns.	

2.		Materials	and	methods			

2.1.	Objective	definition	of	domains	and	motifs	in	hSLFN12	

To	identify	regions	of	high	conservation	in	hSLFN12	and	their	relationship	to	binding	sites,	the	

degree	of	evolutionary	conservation	of	each	residue	was	calculated	by	ConSurf	

(http://consurf.tau.ac.il).			ConSurf	automates	the	identification	and	alignment	of	homologs,	while	

sampling	homologous	sequences	evenly	across	evolutionary	time	[37–39].		Cellular	localization	and	

the	presence	of	localization	motifs	in	the	hSLFN12	sequence	were	assessed	by	LocTree3	[40],	a	

module	of	PredictProtein	(http://open.predictprotein.org)	[41,42].		Remote	homologs	were	

detected	by	HHblits	(https://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/#/tools/hhblits)	[43].		Protein	BLAST	

(BLASTP)	and	its	PSI-BLAST	(remote	homolog	detection)	and	DELTA-BLAST	(domain	

identification)	variants	were	used	to	identify	and	align	the	protein	sequences	of	homologs	with	

hSLFN12	(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)	[23,44,45].		Sequence-independent	structural	

superposition	was	performed	via	Dali	(http://ekhidna2.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali/)	[46].		PDBsum	

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/pdbsum/)	[47]	facilitated	comparing	the	topology	

of	helices	and	sheets	in	AlbA	and	AAA	domains	to	the	crystal	structure	of	rSlfn13,	Protein	Data	Bank	

(PDB)	entry	5yd0	[16].		The	term	AlbA	is	used	to	describe	the	3-dimensional	fold	shared	by	all	

members	of	the	AlbA	family	(AlbA_2,	Alba,	Rpp20,	and	SpoVS;	https://pfam.xfam.org/clan/AlbA)	

[48],	whereas	the	term	AlbA_2	is	used	to	refer	to	sequence	matches	that	are	specific	to	the	AlbA_2	

family.		BioGrid	(https://thebiogrid.org)	[49],	accessed	via	UniProt	(https://www.uniprot.org)	[50],	

was	used	to	identify	literature	on	experimentally-defined	binding	partners	of	hSLFN12,	and	to	

explore	the	partners’	additional	partners.		The	PANNZER2	server	was	used	to	retrieve	additional	

functional	annotations	of	the	hSLFN12	sequence	(http://ekhidna2.biocenter.helsinki.fi/sanspanz/)	

[51].			

2.2.	Three-dimensional	structural	modeling	of	hSLFN12	and	hSerpinB12,	to	drive	functional	

hypotheses	

For	modeling	the	structure	of	hSLFN12,	to	help	define	its	functional	domains	and	accessible	

residues,	the	hSLFN12	protein	sequence	(UniProt	entry	Q8IYM2)	was	first	submitted	to	BLASTP	to	

identify	any	structurally	characterized	homologs	in	the	PDB	(http://www.rcsb.org)	[52,53].		PSI-
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BLAST	[23]	and	HHblits	[43]	were	then	used	to	identify	any	remote	homologs	of	hSLFN12	with	

known	structure	or	function.		To	model	the	structure	of	the	C-terminal	region	of	hSLFN12,	which	

exhibited	no	detectable	homology	to	sequences	of	known	function	or	PDB	structures,	the	MUSTER	

structural	modeling	algorithm	[54]	was	used	via	the	Pcons	structure	prediction	metaserver	

(http://pcons.net)	[55,56].		Pcons	submits	the	user’s	protein	sequence	(target)	to	more	than	a	

dozen	different	structure	prediction	servers.		Together,	their	results	identify	the	most	favorable	

three-dimensional	(3D)	structural	models	based	on	sequence	similarity,	favorability	of	the	3D	

environment	of	each	residue,	and	compatibility	of	the	predicted	secondary	structure	with	

experimentally	resolved	protein	structure	templates.		Pcons	then	ranks	the	top-scoring	models	

according	to	the	degree	of	structural	consensus	with	the	other	high-scoring	models.			

The	3D	structure	of	the	N-terminal	region	of	hSLFN12	was	modeled	by	homology	using	SWISS-

MODEL	(https://swissmodel.expasy.org)	[57].		For	homology	modeling,	SWISS-MODEL	constructs	

an	alignment	between	the	target	sequence	and	the	most	similar	sequence	in	the	PDB	(template	

structure)	based	upon	HHblits	alignment.		The	residues	conserved	between	the	two	proteins	are	

replicated	in	structure	between	the	template	structure	and	the	model	of	the	target	protein.		Residue	

insertions	and	deletions	in	the	target	protein	are	then	modeled	using	a	structural	fragment	library	

representing	similar	sequences	in	other	structures,	and	side	chain	positions	are	rebuilt	to	be	

overlap-free.		Finally,	bond	lengths	and	angles	and	interatomic	contacts	(structural	stereochemistry	

features)	in	the	resulting	model	are	regularized	to	fit	known	favorable	values	by	using	a	force	field	

within	SWISS-MODEL.		It	was	also	possible	to	model	the	3D	structure	of	hSerpinB12,	a	binding	

partner	of	hSLFN12,	by	homology.		In	this	case,	the	FFAS	modeling	program	[58]	was	selected,	

based	on	generating	the	homology	model	with	the	greatest	degree	of	consensus	with	other	high-

scoring	models,	according	to	Pcons.		Stereochemical	quality	checking	of	all	models	was	performed	

by	PROCHECK	[59]	through	the	PDBsum	interface	(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/	

databases/pdbsum/)	[47]	and	by	using	the	QMEAN	metric	[60]	in	the	SWISS-MODEL	Structure	

Assessment	tool	(https://swissmodel.expasy.org/assess).		All	molecular	structure	figures	were	

rendered	by	using	the	PyMOL	molecular	graphics	system	v1.8.2.2	(http://pymol.org;	Schrödinger,	

LLC).		Other	figures	were	drawn	using	the	macOS	version	of	PowerPoint	(v14.6.8).	

3.	Results	and	discussion	

3.1.		Clear	definition	of	AlbA_2	and	AAA_22/P-loop	NTPase	domains	in	Slfns	

Clarifying	whether	the	N-terminal	region	in	Slfns	contains	an	AlbA_2	or	AAA	domain	is	crucial	for	

understanding	Slfn	function,	because	AlbA_2	domains	bind	DNA	or	RNA,	whereas	AAA	P-loop	
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NTPases	perform	GTP	or	ATP	hydrolysis	associated	with	the	energy-dependent	remodeling	or	

translocation	of	other	molecules	[61].			Both	the	structures	and	functions	of	AlbA_2	and	AAA	

domains	differ,	making	the	distinction	important.		

An	AlbA_2	domain	match	was	identified	for	residues	200-334	in	the	hSLFN12	protein	sequence	and	

the	corresponding	N-terminal	region	in	all	mammalian	Slfns	with	the	Conserved	Domains	Database	

sequence	search	utility	(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml).		CDD	detects	

AlbA_2	domains	using	the	Pfam	AlbA_2	signature	(https://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF04326),	

yielding	an	expectation	value	of	9.2*e-15	for	the	AlbA_2	sequence	match	in	hSLFN12	and	a	domain-

match	expectation	value	of	2.9*e-10.		These	values	indicate	an	extremely	low	probability	of	

occurring	at	random	and	very	high	confidence	that	this	region	in	hSLFN12	is	an	AlbA_2	domain.	The	

sequence	match	between	hSLFN12	and	the	representative	sequence	for	AlbA_2	domains	(Figure		

1AB)	underscores	their	close	correspondence	and	is	compelling	because	the	highly	conserved	

residues	in	the	AlbA_2	domain	match	the	highly-conserved	Slfn	box	residues.		The	Slfn	box	

structural	correspondence	to	an	AlbA_2	nucleic	acid	binding	domain	has	not	been	recognized	in	the	

literature.		Confusingly,	InterPro	describes	the	AlbA_2	residue	range	in	the	hSLFN12	sequence	and	

its	murine	and	human	homologs	as	a	schlafen	AAA	domain	(IPR007421)	and	a	schlafen	AAA	

domain	superfamily	member	(IPR038461),	even	though	InterPro	detects	this	domain	by	using	the	

Pfam	signature	for	the	AlbA_2	nucleic	acid	binding	domain	(PF04326).			
	
Because	N-terminal	AAA	domain	misannotation	and	confusion	persists,	we	analyzed	the	N-terminal	

regions	of	Slfns	in	detail	to	address:	could	AlbA_2	and	AAA	domains	be	compatible	in	sequence	and	

structure?		The	answer	is	no,	based	on	the	following	analysis.		Firstly,	only	AlbA_2	and	no	AAA	or	

ATPase	domain	sequence	matches	were	found	in	the	N-terminal	half	of	the	14	murine	and	human	

Slfns	analyzed	(Figure	2),	after	scanning	for	more	than	40	types	of	AAA	domains	in	the	Pfam	motif	

database	(http://pfam.xfam.org).		Secondly,	the	AlbA_2	and	AAA	domain	structures	have	different	

topologies	of	a	helix	and	b	sheet	connectivity	and	differ	in	having	antiparallel	versus	parallel	b	

sheets	and	two	versus	six	helices,	resulting	in	different	tertiary	structures	(Figure	1CD).		Thus,	a	

sequence	region	cannot	simultaneously	be	an	AlbA_2	domain	and	a	AAA	domain.			Most	

compellingly,	the	N-terminal	domain	present	in	the	recent	crystal	structure	of	rSlfn13	(PDB	entry	

5yd0)	[16]	is	one	of	the	three	structural	instances	of	AlbA_2	domains	in	the	PDB	

(https://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF04326),	the	other	two	being	Slfn	structural	homologs	of	

unknown	function	(PDB	entries	3lmm	and	2kyy).		The	AlbA_2	domain	structure	matches	the		

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Fig.	1.		AlbA_2	and	AAA	domain	analysis	in	hSlfn12.	
(A)	Sequence	match	between	hSLFN12	residues	200-327	and	the	consensus	sequence	for	AlbA_2	domains	
(https://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF04326),	including	the	Slfn	box	motif	(ILPQYVSAFANTDGGYLFIGLNE)	on	the	first	line.		
Identical	residues	are	shown	in	red,	and	short	insertions	in	the	hSLFN12	sequence	appear	in	lowercase.		These	insertions	
occur	at	the	N-termini	of	a	helix	1	and	b	strand	4	and	in	the	loop	connecting	b	strand	2	and	a	helix	2	in	hSLFN12,	shown	
in	the	upper	left	corner	of	panel	(C).	
(B)	Hidden	Markov	model	weblogo	representation	showing	sequence	variation	in	the	highly	conserved	region	of	AlbA_2	
domains	(https://pfam.xfam.org/family/pf04326#tabview=tab4).		The	height	of	each	amino	acid	type	is	proportional	to	
its	dominance	in	that	sequence	position.		hSLFN12	residues	matching	the	dominant	conserved	residues	in	AlbA_2	
domains	are	highlighted	in	red	underneath	the	weblogo,	showing	their	close	match.	
(C)	The	3-dimensional	fold	of	an	AlbA_2	domain,	corresponding	to	residues	203-308	in	the	homology	modeled	structure	
of	hSLFN12,	rendered	from	the	atomic	coordinates	in	Supplementary	Data	1.	 	
(D)	Comparison	of	the	prototypic	AlbA_2	domain	topology	(PDB	entry	3u6y)	and	a	prototypic	AAA	P-loop	NTPase	domain	
(PDB	entry	3n70),	rendered	by	PDBsum.		These	two	domains	differ	in	a	helix	and	b	strand	content	and	connectivity,	and	
in	anti-parallel	versus	parallel b	sheet	formation.		Thus,	a	given	region	cannot	form	both	a	AAA	domain	and	an	AlbA_2	
domain.		Based	on	the	sequence	match	shown	in	panels	(A)	and	(B)	and	the	structural	match	in	rSlfn13	(PDB	5yd0),	
AlbA_2	is	the	correct	annotation	for	this	region	in	Slfns.	
	

alpha, 
beta 
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ribonuclease	(RNase)	site	in	the	N-terminal	half	of	rSlfn13	(PDB	entry	5yd0),	which	is	also	detected	

by	the	Pfam	AlbA_2	domain	signature.		This	AlbA_2	domain	also	occurs	in	the	corresponding	

residues	of	hSLFN12,	based	on	its	homology	with	rSlfn13:		

	AlbA_2	b	strand	1:		hSLFN12	residues	203-207	(rSlfn13:	208-212)	
	AlbA_2	a	helix	1:					hSLFN12	residues	214-231	(rSlfn13:	218-237)	
	AlbA_2	b	strand	2:		hSLFN12	residues	235-239	(rSlfn13:	240-244)	
	AlbA_2	a	helix	2:					hSLFN12	residues	257-270	(rSlfn13:	262-276)	
	AlbA_2	b	strand	3:		hSLFN12	residues	284-293	(rSlfn13:	291-299)	
	AlbA_2	b	strand	4:		hSLFN12	residues	299-308	(rSlfn13:	304-313)	

There	is	no	structural	match	to	a	AAA	domain	in	the	rSlfn13	crystal	structure,	which	covers	the	N-

terminal	327	residues	of	the	protein.	
	

	
	
Fig.	2.		The	schlafen	family	three-domain	
structure.		The	domains	in	murine	and	
human	Slfns	are	indicated	by	residue	ranges	
corresponding	to	their	AlbA_2,	GTPase-like,	
and	C-terminal	P-loop	NTPase	domains.		The	
AlbA_2	domain	(Pfam	motif	PF04326)	is	
found	in	all	Slfns	and	encompasses	the	
RNase	active	site	in	rSlfn13	and	hSLFN14,	
which	is	conserved	in	hSLFN12.		The	
GTPase-like	domain	following	the	AlbA_2	
domain	is	present	in	all	Group	II-III	Slfns,	as	
detected	by	high	(³39%)	sequence	identity	
with	residues	349-578	in	hSLFN12,	which	
are	homologous	to	rho	family	GTPase	
D2VNU5_NAEGR	(Section	3.2).		The	
conserved	SWADL	motif	in	group	II-III	Slfns	
is	central	to	the	GTPase-like	domain	(Section	
3.2).		The	group	III	Slfn	C-terminal	P-loop	
NTPase	domain	(SCOP	motif	SSF52540;	
http://supfam.org)	[62],	also	annotated	as	a	
AAA_22	domain	(Pfam	PF13401)	by	CDD	
search	in	full	results	mode,	is	consistent	
with	the	ATPase	motifs	in	superfamily	I	
helicases	[63]	identified	for	group	III	Slfns	
[4].		UniProt	identifiers	of	the	sequences	
used	to	define	these	domains	and	residue	
ranges	are:	mSlfn1:	Q9Z0I7;	mSlfn2:	Q9Z0I6;	mSlfn3:	Q9Z0I5;	hSLFN12:	Q8IYM2.1;	mSlfn4:	Q3UV66;	mSlfn5:	Q8CBA2.2;	
hSLFN5:	Q08AF3.1;	hSLFN13:	Q68D06.1;	mSlfn14:	V9GXG1.1;	hSLFN11:	Q7Z7L1.2;	mSlfn10:	AAP30073.1	
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/);	mSlfn8:	B1ARD8;	mSlfn9:	B1ARD6;	and	hSLFN14:	P0C7P3.	
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There	is	borderline	sequence	similarity	over	a	short	region	between	some	pairs	of	known	AlbA_2	

domains	and	known	AAA	domains.		Thus,	predicting	domain	type	based	on	low	sequence	identity	

over	a	short	region	can	lead	to	misidentification	of	AAA	domains	in	sequences	that	actually	form	

AlbA_2	domains.		For	instance,	one-third	(47	residues)	of	the	mSlfn10	AlbA_2	domain	sequence	is	

28%	identical	with	a	subset	of	the	AAA_22	domain	residues	in	mSlfn8,	and	this	AlbA_2	region	is	

incorrectly	annotated	by	InterPro	as	a	schlafen	AAA	domain.			Thus,	loose	domain	detection	

signatures	and	overly	permissive	sequence	matching,	plus	the	absence	of	a	Slfn	crystal	structure	for	

comparison	until	recently,	may	have	led	to	the	“schlafen	AAA	domain”	misconception	of	AlbA_2	

regions.		False	matches	can	be	avoided	by	using	Pfam	motif	searching	(http://pfam.xfam.org),	

which	uses	stringent	patterns	for	both	AlbA_2	and	AAA	domains.		We	also	found	that	alignment	

between	pairs	of	true	AlbA_2	domain	sequences	in	Slfns	always	yielded	≥38%	identity	across	75%	

or	more	of	the	sequence,	while	alignment	between	true	AAA_22	domains	(occurring	in	the	C-

terminal	region	of	group	III	Slfns)	always	resulted	in	≥62%	identity	across	95%	or	more	of	the	

sequence.		Thus,	setting	a	suitably	high	threshold	for	identity,	and	requiring	coverage	over	at	least	

three-quarters	of	the	domain,	also	rules	out	false	positive	domain	matches.		Residue	ranges	are	

summarized	in	Figure	2	for	the	AlbA_2	domains	in	group	I-III	murine	and	human	Slfns,	and	for	the	

AAA_22/P-loop	NTPase	domains	occurring	in	group	III	Slfns	only.		The	nucleic	acid	binding	

significance	of	the	AlbA_2	domain	is	consistent	with	experimental	confirmation	that	mSlfn8,	

hSLFN11,	rSlfn13,	hSLFN13,	and	hSLFN14	are	ribonucleases	[16,17].		Two	glutamic	acid	residues	in	

the	AlbA_2	domain	of	rSlfn13	have	been	shown	to	be	catalytically	essential	for	its	3’-endonuclease	

function	[16].	

3.2.	3D	structural	modeling	and	domain	interpretation	of	hSLFN12	and	hSerpinB12	

The	N-terminal	region	of	hSLFN12	(residues	13-346),	showed	38%	sequence	identity	(with	a	highly	

significant	BLASTP	expectation	value	of	7*e-69)	with	residues	28-366	of	the	crystal	structure	of	

rSlfn13	(PDB	entry	5yd0)	[16].		This	allowed	the	N-terminal	structure	of	hSLFN12	to	be	modeled	

confidently	by	homology	with	the	SWISS-MODEL	software,	using	the	rSlfn13	N-terminal	crystal	

structure	as	the	template.		In	cases	like	this,	where	a	protein	sequence	to	be	modeled	has	at	least	

25%	sequence	identity	over	at	least	80	residues	with	an	experimentally	defined	protein	structure	

such	as	rSlfn13,	homology	modeling	is	a	quantifiably	reliable	technique,	yielding	a	structural	model	

accurate	to	within	2.5	Å	RMSD	for	main-chain	atom	positions	[64].		The	structure	and	function	of	

hSLFN12’s	C-terminal	domain	(residues	347-578)	and	the	corresponding	region	in	its	homolog	

rSlfn13	have	not	been	defined	experimentally.		For	this	region	in	both	hSLFN12	and	rSlfn13,	there	

were	no	significant	HHblits	or	BLASTP	matches	in	either	the	BLAST	non-redundant	protein	
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sequence	database	or	the	PDB	with	an	expectation	value	<1	(required	for	confidence	that	a	match	

scores	much	better	than	a	random	alignment).			Homology	modeling	of	the	C-terminal	region	in	

hSLFN12	was	therefore	not	an	option.		However,	structural	modeling	with	the	MUSTER	(multi-

sources	threader)	fold	recognition	software	[54]	through	the	Pcons	server	[55,56]	identified	the	

entire	catalytic	domain	of	the	GTPase,	dynamin	(PDB	entry	1jx2)	[65],	as	the	3D	structure	with	

the	greatest	sequence,	residue	contact,	and	secondary	structure	compatibility	with	the	C-terminal	

domain	of	hSLFN12.		The	dynamin-based	C-terminal	model	for	hSLFN12	generated	by	MUSTER	

also	showed	the	highest	degree	of	consensus	with	structural	predictions	from	other	fold	

recognition	methods	invoked	by	Pcons.		The	rho/ras	family	of	small	GTPases,	including	the	

corresponding	domain	in	dynamin,	differs	in	structure	and	function	from	AAA	domains	[66,67].		

A	related	rho	family	small	GTPase	from	an	amoebaflagellate	(UniProt	entry	D2VNU5_NAEGR),	bears	

significant	sequence	identity	(33%,	expectation	value	of	1*e-05)	with	residues	378-446	in	the	C-

terminal	domain	of	hSLFN12,	which	surround	the	rho	GTPase	nucleotide	binding	site.		The			

Naegleria	gruberi	amoebaflagellate	is	an	early	eukaryote	containing	the	~4	300	genes	of	the	last	

eukaryotic	common	ancestor		[68].				

The	33%	sequence	identity	between	the	Naegleria	GTPase	and	the	hSLFN12	C-terminal	domain	is	

5%	above	the	threshold	required	for	main	chain	structural	homology	between	two	sequences	of	

this	length	[64].		The	amoebaflagellate	GTPase	also	matches	the	Pfam	sequence	signature	for	ras	

GTPases	(PF0071)	and	is	listed	as	an	ortholog	of	hSLFN12	in	the	KEGG	Orthology	database	

(https://www.genome.jp/kegg/ko.html)	[69,70].		The	PDB	homolog	closest	in	sequence	to	the	

amoebaflagellate	GTPase,	chain	D	in	PDB	entry	1i4d	(with	59%	identity	over	the	entire	sequence;	

expectation	value	of	4*e-78),	is	a	Rac	rho	GTPase	that	closely	overlays	with	the	PDB	1jx2	structure	

used	to	model	the	C-terminal	domain	of	hSLFN12.		Thus,	a	rho	GTPase-like	structure	is	likely	for	

this	domain	in	hSLFN12.		DELTA-BLAST	[45],	which	is	optimized	to	detect	homologous	

domains,	indicates	the	amoebaflagellate	organism	also	contains	three	proteins	matching	the	

hSLFN12	AlbA_2	domain,	the	third	of	which	is	annotated	as	maintaining	chromosome	structure	

(sequence	identifiers	XP_002670686.1,	XP_002680060.1,	and	XP_002671375.1)		[71].			

Overlaying	the	hSLFN12	C-terminal	domain	model	and	the	dynamin	structure	bound	to	GDP	(PDB	

entry	5d3q)	with	Dali	[46]	indicated	that	only	a	subset	of	the	dynamin	residues	in	contact	with	

GDP	[72]	are	conserved	in	hSLFN12.		However,	both	the	dynamin	and	hSLFN12	sites	are	lined	with	

polar	residues,	and	the	binding	site	shape	is	conserved,	as	described	below.		Thus,	molecules	

binding	in	this	pocket	in	hSLFN12	are	likely	to	be	similar	in	size	and	polarity	to	GTP.	
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Human	serpinB12	(hSerpinB12;	also	known	as	yukopin)	became	of	interest	to	the	hSLFN12	story	

when	it	was	discovered	that	hSLFN12	co-immunoprecipitates	with	hSerpinB12	and	also	stimulates	

the	differentiation	of	nutrient-absorbing	enterocytes	in	the	human	gut	[19].		At	the	molecular	level,	

overexpression	of	either	hSLFN12	or	hSerpinB12	increases	the	expression	of	sucrase-isomaltase	

and	villin,	two	hallmarks	of	enterocyte	differentiation	[19].		hSerpinB12	is	a	member	of	the	

ovalbumin-like	serine	protease	inhibitor	family	expressed	in	many	tissues,	including	brain,	bone	

marrow,	lymph	node,	heart,	lung,	liver,	pancreas,	testis,	ovary,	and	intestine	[73].		A	complex	

involving	both	hSerpinB12	and	hSLFN12,	which	shows	no	protease-like	features,	was	a	mystery,	as	

hSerpinB12	has	been	characterized	as	an	intracellular	inhibitor	of	trypsin,	plasmin,	and	cathepsin	G	

[73].		Thus,	we	modeled	and	analyzed	the	structural	features	and	functional	relevance	of	

hSerpinB12	for	contributing	to	cell	differentiation	in	complex	with	hSLFN12	and	its	other	partners.		

The	structure	of	hSerpinB12	was	modeled	based	on	its	significant	homology	to	myeloid	and	

erythroid	nuclear	termination	stage-specific	protein	(MENT),	a	serine	protease	active	in	chromatin	

remodeling.		hSerpinB12	and	MENT	were	found	to	be	43%	identical	over	the	full-length	(405-

residue)	protein,	with	a	highly	significant	BLASTP	expectation	value	of	7*e-111.		The	FFAS	software	

using	the	MENT	crystal	structure	as	a	template	(PDB	entry	2h4r)	[74]	generated	the	highest-quality	

structural	model,	according	to	Pcons.	

Evaluation	of	the	quality	of	the	modeled	structures	was	performed	with	PROCHECK	[59]	and	the	

SWISS-MODEL	Structure	Assessment	tool	[57,75].		SWISS-MODEL’s	QMEAN	score	evaluated	the	

	
	
	
Table	1	
Summary	of	3D	structural	models	of	hSLFN12	and	hSerpinB12	and	their	stereochemical	quality	
	
	

Protein	
model	

Modeling	
software	

Modeling	
approach	

PDB	
template	
structure	

Template	
protein	

Model	
QMEAN	
Z-score	

Model-
template	
sequence	
identity	

Modeled	
residues	

Procheck	
stereochemistry								
G-factor	

%	Residues	
in	most-
favored		
(ɸ,	ψ)	
regions	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
N-terminal	
domain	of	
hSLFN12	

SwissModel	 Homology	 5yd0	
chain	A	

rSlfn13;	
ribonuclease	

-2.3#	 38%	 12-344	 0.0	(nothing	
unusual)	

85%	

C-terminal	
domain	of	
hSLFN12	

MUSTER	 Fold	
recognition	

1jx2		
chain	B	

Dynamin;	
GTPase	

-5.7##	 14%	 348-578	 0.0	(nothing	
unusual)	

85%	

hSerpinB12	 FFAS	 Homology	 2h4r	
chain	A	

MENT;	
chromatin	
condensation	

-3.0#	 43%	 1-405	 0.13	
(favorable)	

91%	

	

#			On	edge	of	crystal	structure	distribution	
##	On	far	edge	of	crystal	structure	distribution	
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favorability	of	all-atom	contacts,	Cb	contacts,	solvation	(favorability	of	the	exposure	of	each	residue	

to	its	hydrophobic	or	hydrophilic	environment),	and	bond	torsions	(assessing	whether	bond	

configurations	are	strained).		Table	1	summarizes	the	modeling	statistics.		The	overall	

stereochemistry	of	all	three	structural	models	was	good,	according	to	the	PROCHECK	G-factor	(³0)	

and	the	percentage	of	residues	with	favorable	main-chain	dihedral	angles	(³85%).		According	to	

SWISS-MODEL’s	QMEAN	score,	the	N-terminal	domain	of	hSLFN12	and	the	hSerpinB12	model	have	

similar	characteristics	to	crystal	structures,	while	the	C-terminal	domain	model	of	hSLFN12	scores	

at	the	extreme	edge	of	the	crystal	structure	distribution	(less	favorable).		The	3D	structural	models	

of	all	domains	of	hSLFN12	and	hSerpinB12	are	shown	in	Figure	3,	and	their	PDB-formatted	atomic	

coordinate	files	are	provided	in	Supplementary	Data	1-3.		

Structural	modeling	provides	a	valuable	spatial	context	for	interpreting	residue	conservation	data	

and	functionally	important	residues,	as	well	as	guiding	the	design	of	experiments	to	test	

interactions	with	molecular	partners.			A	residue	can	be	highly	conserved	due	to	being	buried	in	the	

core	of	a	domain,	occurring	at	a	domain	or	subunit	interface,	or	contributing	to	a	molecular	binding	

or	catalytic	site.			The	3D	model	and	contacts	made	in	homologous	complexes	suggest	which	of	

these	roles	is	most	likely.		To	identify	conserved	motifs	and	residues	important	for	structure	and	

function	in	hSLFN12,	we	employed	ConSurf,	which	selected	and	aligned	the	protein	sequences	of	

150	Slfn	homologs	from	diverse	organisms.		For	each	sequence	position,	ConSurf	assigned	a	value	

from	most-conserved	to	most	variable	across	the	aligned	Slfn	sequences.		The	most	conserved	

regions	(Figure	4),	including	the	Slfn	box	and	SWADL	motifs,	were	analyzed	in	the	context	of	the	

hSLFN12	structural	model	(Supplementary	Data	1	and	2),	yielding	the	following	observations.		

The	hSLFN12	AlbA_2	region	and	a	subset	of	its	Slfn	box	residues	are	likely	to	bind	RNA.		A	highly	

conserved	surface	patch	is	formed	by	residues	R129,	T132,	S133,	F198,	E200,	S201,	E205,	K207,	

Y225,	A228,	F229,	N231,	and	G234	(labeled	as	conserved	RNA	binding	region	in	Figure	3A).		These	

residues	are	entirely	conserved	with	rSfln13	and	include	several	schlafen	box	residues	in	the	

AlbA_2	domain	((221)ILPQYVSAFANTDGGYLFIGLNE).		Based	on	high	conservation	with	rSlfn13,	

including	two	glutamic	acid	residues	shown	to	be	critical	for	RNase	activity	(Figure	4),	this	region	in	

hSLFN12	is	likely	to	form	an	RNA	binding	site	and	may	function	as	a	ribonuclease	[16],	similar	to	

mSlfn8,	hSLFN11,	rSlfn13,	and	hSLFN14.		In	the	recently	sequenced	genome	of	a	vertebrate	

precursor,	the		

Table 1 

Figure 4 

Figure 3 
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Fig.	3.		Structural	models	of	
hSLFN12	and	hSerpinB12.	
(A)	The	N-terminal	domain	
of	hSLFN12,	with	main	
chain	in	ribbons	and	the	
AlbA_2	domain	in	yellow.		
Potential	functional	regions	
are	highlighted	by	spheres:	
-	Conserved	RNA	binding	
site	(magenta)	including	3’-
endoribonuclease	residues	
E200	and	E205	(red).	
-	Conserved	polar	pocket	
(cyan)	formed	by	
(53)NSGGG	and	
(106)FVKSW	epitopes.	
-	Potential	dimer	or	protein-
protein	interface	(yellow).	
-	Conserved	zinc	finger	
ligands	(dark	gray).		
-	Non-homologous	loop,	
residues	155-180	(pale	
gray).			
-	C-terminus	marks	where	
the	GTPase-like	domain	of	
hSLFN12	attaches.	
(B)	Dimer	model	of	
hSLFN12,	based	on	the	
association	of	AlbA	domains	
in	RNaseE.		Monomers	are	
rainbow-colored	from	N-
terminus	(blue)	to	C-
terminus	(red).	The	left	
monomer	in	the	dimer	is	
rotated	counter-clockwise	
by	~120°	degrees	relative	
to	the	view	in	(A).		
(C)	The	C-terminal	rho	
GTPase-like	domain	of	
hSLFN12.		Residues	
corresponding	to	the	
dynamin	GDP	site	are	
highlighted	by	solvent-
accessible	molecular	

surface	(C	in	white,	N	in	blue,	and	O	in	red).		The	SWADL	motif	(green	tubes)	is	buried.	
(D)	Favorable	sites	for	RNA	binding	in	the	GTPase-like	domain.		RNA	propensities	are	favorable	for	Arg,	Lys,	and	His	(³	
0.50	propensity)	and	unfavorable	for	Asp,	Glu,	Ala,	Cys,	Phe,	Leu,	Val,	and	Ile	(£	-0.50;	red)	[76].		Favorable	surfaces	for	
RNA	binding	are	labeled	as	strip	1	and	strip	2.		The	upper	region	of	strip	1	(pale	aqua)	involves	R376,	R378,	H379,	H380,	
R387,	R397,	K398,	and	R426	in	loops	between	b	strands.		The	lower	region	of	strip	1	is	formed	by	R526,	K528,	K532,	
K536,	K539,	R540,	K542,	and	R545	in	a	helix-turn-helix	motif.			The	GDP	site	is	behind	the	left	edge	of	the	domain,	
separated	from	strip	1	by	15Å.		Strip	2	(white)	is	formed	by	K565,	K568,	K569,	K572,	R575	and	R576	in	the	C-terminal	
helix.		Additional	Arg,	Lys	and	His	residues	appear	in	cyan.		Residues	neither	favorable	nor	unfavorable	for	RNA	binding	
are	in	blue.		View	is	rotated	by	90˚	about	the	vertical	axis	relative	to	(C).			
(E)	The	hSerpinB12	structure	modeled	by	homology	to	the	crystal	structure	of	chromatin-remodeling	MENT.		Residues	
are	colored	according	to	conservation	among	150	serpins	by	ConSurf	(blue,	least	conserved,	to	burgundy,	most	
conserved).		Conserved	residues	are	focused	in	the	breach	and	shutter	regions	contributing	to	the	conformational	
transition	of	the	major	b	sheet	between	the	native	and	inhibitory	(cleaved)	forms	in	ovalbumin-family	serpins.			
(F)	Favorable	sites	for	RNA	binding	to	hSerpinB12,	shown	on	the	solvent-accessible	molecular	surface.		Residues	
favorable	for	nucleic	acid	binding	are	colored	purple	for	four	Lys	residues	in	the	M-loop,	dark	blue	for	the	11-residue	
positive	patch	above	the	N-terminus,	and	cyan	for	other	Arg,	Lys,	and	His	residues.		Residues	unfavorable	for	nucleic	acid	
binding	appear	in	red,	with	all	other	residues	in	white.		This	view	is	rotated	by	180˚	about	the	vertical	axis	in	(E).		
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Mediterranean	amphioxus	or	lancelet	(Branchiostoma	lanceolatum)[77],	a	single	Slfn	protein	is	

present	(SLFN1;	accession	code	BL17146_evm9	in	http://amphiencode.github.io).		The	region	of	

amphioxus	Slfn	match	with	mammalian	Slfns	is	the	AlbA_2	domain,	including	conservation	of	the	

Slfn	box	and	the	RNase	catalytic	glutamic	acid	residues.		Amphioxus	SLFN1	shows	29%	identity	

with	residues	196-264	of	hSLFN12	(expectation	value	of	0.096).		This	suggests	that	the	AlbA_2	

domain	and	its	RNA	binding/cleaving	residues	comprise	the	most	ancient	and	characteristic	region	

within	vertebrate	Slfns.			

Is	hSLFN12	a	monomer	or	dimer?		Proteins	in	the	AlbA	superfamily	are	typically	dimeric	[78]	and	

have	highly	conserved	dimer	interface	residues	[79].		The	RNaseE	structure	(PDB	entry	5f6c)	that		

		

Fig.	4.		Analysis	of	residue	conservation	in	150	Slfn	homologs	by	ConSurf,	color-mapped	from	moderately	conserved	
(pink)	to	highly	conserved	(dark	red)	on	the	hSLFN12	sequence.	
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matches	the	RNase	site	in	rSlfn13	and	hSLFN12	[16,80]	forms	a	dimer	via	its	AlbA	domain	[81].		

hSLFN12	may	dimerize	similarly,	despite	its	homolog,	rSlfn13,	being	described	as	a	monomer	based	

on	small-angle	light	scattering	[16].		The	Slfn	box	motif,	centered	on	the	sequence	

SAFANTDGGYLFIGL	in	the	hSLFN12	AlbA_2	domain,	is	one	of	the	most	highly	conserved	Slfn	

regions	(Figures	1	and	4).		Residues	from	the	Slfn	box	contribute	to	an	unusually	hydrophobic	

surface	patch	in	the	3D	structure	that	would	be	energetically	unfavorable	if	solvent-exposed,	

suggesting	they	are	conserved	to	form	a	protein	interface	such	as	the	dimer	interface	in	RNase	E;	

these	residues	are	marked	“potential	dimer	interface”	in	Figure	3A.		The	residues	conserved	in	the	

Slfn	box	that	lack	surface	exposure	are	likely	to	be	important	for	structural	integrity	rather	than	

binding	other	molecules.	

hSLFN12	can	be	modeled	as	an	RNaseE-like	(rSlfn13	homolog)	dimer,	by	performing	main-chain	

superposition	of	the	hSLFN12	monomer	on	each	chain	in	PDB	entry	5f6c	with	Dali	[46],	as	shown	in	

Figure	3B.		Dimerization	requires	repositioning	the	(155)RLYLRPELLAKRPCVDIQEENNMKAL	loop	

in	hSLFN12	(Figure	3A),	which	is	not	homologous	with	rSlfn13	and	was	modeled	by	SWISS-MODEL	

in	an	arbitrary	conformation.		The	following	highly	conserved	and	hydrophobic	hSLFN12	residues	

are	central	to	the	predicted	dimer	interface	formed	between	two	b	sheets,	one	from	each	monomer:	

Y236,	F238,	I247,	V302	and	A304.		Mutation	of	Y236	to	Phe	reduces	hSLFN12	activity	by	40%	[19].		

CCHC	zinc	fingers	also	frequently	act	as	dimerization	motifs	[82],	making	the	CCHC	zinc	finger	

region	in	hSLFN12	(Figures	3A	and	4)	an	additional	candidate	for	a	dimer	interface	in	hSLFN12.	

When	modeled	as	a	dimer,	the	conserved	RNA	binding	region	forms	an	arc-shaped	site	large	

enough	to	bind	single-	or	double-stranded	nucleic	acid	(Figure	3B).		Whether	hSLFN12	proves	to	be	

monomeric	or	dimeric	in	solution,	the	conserved	polar	residues	listed	above	are	expected	to	be	

important	for	RNA	binding.			Specific	residues	contributing	to	the	positive	patch	that	interacts	with	

RNA	in	rSlfn13	are	marked	+	in	Figure	4,	while	the	RNase	catalytic	glutamic	acids	are	marked	#.	

Conserved	polar	pocket.	A	second	conserved	surface	patch	in	schlafens	forms	a	polar	pocket	

spatially	proximal	to	the	C-terminus	of	the	N-terminal	domain	in	hSLFN12,	labeled	as	a	conserved	

polar	region	in	Figure	3A.		This	site	could	bind	a	nucleotide	or	polar	segment	of	a	larger	molecule	

and	is	formed	by	the	N53,	S54,	G55,	G57,	F106,	V107,	K108,	S109,	and	W110	residues	from	the	

(53)NSGGG	and	(106)FVKSW	epitopes.		The	(49)CALLNSGGGVI	sequence	in	this	region	is	the	

second	most	highly	conserved	region	in	Slfns,	forming	a	helix-turn-strand	motif	in	the	3D	structure	

in	which	five	of	the	residues,	CALL	and	I,	are	buried.	
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Conservation	of	the	CCHC/gag	knuckle	zinc	finger.		The	histidine	and	cysteine	residues	in	the	

(275)HFC	and	310(FCCAVFA)	motifs	are	highly	conserved	in	Slfns,	including	hSLFN12.		These	His	

and	Cys	side	chains	are	the	four	Zn	ligands	in	a	surface-exposed	zinc	finger	observed	in	the	rSlfn13	

structure.		This	CCHC	zinc	finger,	also	known	as	a	gag	knuckle	[83],	binds	ssRNA	in	some	proteins	

[84].		Alternative	possibilities	for	the	Zn	finger	are	forming	a	protein-protein	interface	or	

interacting	with	DNA	[82,83].		

A	buried	conserved	motif.		The	conserved	sequence	(300)GYVCALRV	forms	a buried	b	strand.	

Hydrophobic	strip	and	loop	regions	are	potential	protein-protein	interaction	sites.		The	N-terminal	

and	C-terminal	domains	of	hSLFN12	lack	any	large	hydrophobic	surface	patches	as	clear	candidates	

for	protein-protein	interfaces.		However,	a	narrow	hydrophobic	spiral	around	the	N-terminal	

domain	consists	of	A12,	L14,	V15,	L16,	A47,	V58,	I75,	L87,	L88,	F89,	V90,	P91,	L94,	F96,	M97,	L104,	

P106,	W322,	V329,	and	M330,	which	could	bind	to	a	hydrophobic	strip	or	flexible	tether	on	another	

molecule.		The	disordered	region	(155)RLYLRPELLAKRPCVDIQEENNMKAL	is	also	unusually	

hydrophobic	for	a	surface	loop,	with	50%	hydrophobic	residues.		The	first	three-quarters	of	these	

residues	are	absent	from	the	rSlfn13	structure	due	to	mobility.		Thus,	these	residues	are	expected	

to	be	flexible	and	may	interact	with	another	molecule.		

Role	of	the	SWADL	motif.		(427)SWSVDL,	the	SWADL	motif	in	hSLFN12,	is	buried	rather	than	surface	

accessible,	under	the	GDP	binding	site	in	the	dynamin	structure	on	which	the	C-terminal	domain	

was	modeled.		The	terminal	VDL	residues	are	identical	between	hSLFN12	and	dynamin.		Others	

have	noted	the	SWADL	motif	appears	to	be	Slfn-specific	and	is	found	in	group	II	and	III	Slfns	[11].		

Across	the	group	II-III	Slfns	shown	in	Figure	2,	the	SWADL	motif	in	the	middle	of	the	GTPase-like	

domain	matches	the	sequence	pattern	SW(A,S)(V,G,L)D(L,I,V)	in	all	fourteen.	

A	second	conserved	motif	in	the	C-terminal	domain.		(440)VLCDAL	is	the	most	conserved	Slfn	motif	

in	the	C-terminal	domain;	however,	it	is	dissimilar	in	sequence	to	the	corresponding	region	in	

dynamin.		This	region	is	predicted	to	be	a	mostly	surface-exposed	helix	that	clamps	over	the	

GDP/GTP	site	in	dynamin.	

Two	other	C-terminal	regions	highly	conserved	among	Slfns.		(479)QKLAKIGGYTKKVCV	is	part	of	a	

helical	turn-omega	loop-b	strand	motif	that	is	surface-exposed	except	for	the	terminal	VCV	

residues.		(530)LLKALFKAL	is	mostly	exposed	and	part	of	a	helix,	as	well	as	being	unusually	

hydrophobic.		This	suggests	it	may	interact	with	another	protein.	
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hSLFN12	functions	in	the	nucleus	and	cytoplasm.		hSLFN12	binds	two	nuclear	proteins,	SUV39H1	

and	JMJD6	[85],	and	therefore	is	likely	to	function	in	the	nucleus	as	well	as	the	cytoplasm	[19].		

hSLFN12	is	predicted	to	be	nuclear	by	LocTree	[40],	with	a	nuclear	localization	sequence	present	

near	the	amino	terminus:	(28)RKKMKDCKLRKK.		All	proteins	of	known	cellular	localization	

matching	this	[RK]x[RK]x[KR]x{4,6}RKK	motif	are	nuclear.		

Conserved	regions	in	hSerpinB12.		To	identify	functionally	important	regions,	analysis	of	conserved	

residues	was	also	performed	for	150	homologs	of	hSLFN12’s	partner,	hSerpinB12,	with	ConSurf			

(Figure	5).		When	mapped	onto	the	structural	model	of	hSerpinB12	(Supplementary	Data	3),	the	

most	conserved	surface	patch	among	these	serpins	included	residues	N27,	K169,	I170,	Y192,	F193,	

K194,	W197,	F201,	T206,	V221,	Y247,	F302,	T303,	E305,	K347,	E351,	V352,	D353,	E354,	and	P405.			

This	corresponds	to	the	breach	and	shutter	regions	in	the	main	b	sheet	(Figure	3E),	which	facilitate	

structural	transitions	between	the	free	and	inhibitory	conformations	of	serpins	[86].		There	were	

no	hydrophobic	surface	patches	of	any	significance	on	hSerpinB12,	and	thus	no	obvious	candidates	

for	direct	protein-protein	interfaces	aside	from	the	reactive	center	loop,	which	inhibits	proteases.		

The	M-loop	and	reactive	center	loops	are	determinants	of	individual	serpins’	selectivity	for	their	

molecular	partners,	which	differs	between	serpins,	and	thus	these	loops	show	less	sequence	

conservation.	
	
Fig.	5.		Residues	conserved	between	
hSerpinB12	and	human	MENT	(cyan),	
a	chromatin	remodeling	serpin,	
compared	with	residue	conservation	
across	150	serpin	homologs	(highly	
conserved	residues	in	dark	red),	as	
determined	by	ConSurf.			

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Figure 5 
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3.3.	Schlafen12	is	predicted	to	bind	and	possibly	cleave	RNA	

Like	its	recently	characterized	homolog,	rSlfn13	[16],	hSLFN12	is	likely	to	either	bind	RNA	or	act	as	

a	3’	RNA	endonuclease.		This	prediction	is	based	on	conservation	of	the	RNA	binding	residues	and	

overall	homology	with	rSlfn13	(Figure	4).		The	glutamic	acid	residues	essential	for	rSlfn13	

endonuclease	activity	are	conserved	in	hSLFN12	(E205	and	E210	in	rSlfn13,	corresponding	to	E200	

and	E205	in	hSLFN12).		Four	of	the	six	positive	patch	residues	interacting	with	RNA	in	rSlfn13	

(K38,	R39,	K42,	R217,	K224,	and	K276)	[16]	are	conserved	as	positive	residues	in	hSLFN12	(R28,	

K29,	K219,	and	K270),	with	other	positively	charged	residues	present	nearby.	Yang	et	al.	noted	that	

RNA-cleaving	schlafens	mSlfn8,	hSLFN13,	and	rSlfn14	all	have	higher	concentrations	of	positive	

residues	than	the	RNase	rSlfn13	[16,17],	whereas	mSlfn1	and	hSLFN5	have	fewer	positive	residues	

and	do	not	cleave	tRNA	(Suppl.	Fig.	6	in		[16]).		hSLFN12	has	a	higher	concentration	of	positive	

residues	than	the	RNaseE	region	in	rSlfn13	(residues	126-317	in	PDB	entry	5yd0),	with	19	Arg	and	

33	Lys	residues	in	hSLFN12	compared	to	16	Arg	and	31	Lys	in	rSlfn13.		This	suggests	that	hSLFN12	

has	the	positive	surface	and	catalytic	Glu	residues	necessary	to	support	RNA	binding	and	cleavage.			

A	panel	of	related	functions	were	provided	by	the	PANNZER2	server	[51],	given	only	the	sequence	

of	hSLFN12.		The	following	Gene	Ontology	[87,88]	molecular	functions	had	a	confidence	value	of	

0.40	or	higher	(where	1.0	indicates	maximum	confidence):	adenyl	ribonucleotide	binding	(0.55),	

drug	binding	(0.54),	purine	ribonucleoside	triphosphate	binding	(0.54),	ribosome	binding	(0.42),	

endoribonuclease	activity	(0.41),	and	tRNA	binding	(0.40).		The	top	100	matches	to	hSLFN12	

identified	by	remote	homology	detector	HHblits	[43]	included	a	number	of	predicted	

transcriptional	regulators	with	up	to	42%	sequence	identity	to	the	hSLFN12	AlbA_2	domain	(e.g.,	

UniProt	entry	F8EDI5).	

3.4.	Could	schlafen12	participate	in	a	gene-silencing	or	RNA-splicing	complex?		

Aside	from	co-immunoprecipitating	hSerpinB12,	hSLFN12	binds	two	nuclear	RNA-binding	

proteins,	SUV39H1	and	JMJD6	[85].		SUV39H1	promotes	the	formation	of	heterochromatin	in	

repetitive,	non-coding	DNA	sequences	through	its	histone	methyltransferase	activity	[89]	and	is	

required	for	silencing	S-phase	genes	during	the	terminal	differentiation	of	cells	[90],	consistent	

with	hSLFN12’s	role	in	enterocyte	differentiation.		The	relevance	of	RNA	binding	by	SUV39H1	was	

recently	discovered.		Low-level	transcription	can	occur	for	constitutive	heterochromatin	regions	in	

DNA	that	must	be	silenced	for	viability.		The	RNA	transcripts	from	repetitive	DNA	are	found	to	bind	

SUV39H1	in	human	cells,	which	tethers	SUV39H1	to	the	repetitive	DNA	to	silence	it	[91].				
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The	other	known	nuclear	partner	of	hSLFN12,	JMJD6	(previously	called	Ptdsr),	contains	a	jumonjiC	

enzymatic	domain	that	hydroxylates	histone	lysine	residues	[92],	inhibiting	their	subsequent	

methylation	or	acetylation.		JMJD6	possibly	also	demethylates	arginine	residues	[93–95].		

Furthermore,	JMJD6	binds	an	E3	ubiquitin	ligase,	UHRF1,	that	recognizes	histone	modifications,	

ubiquitinates	histone	3,	and	maintains	DNA	methylation	to	block	gene	expression	[92].		Proposed	

other	roles	for	JMJD6	are	promoter-proximal	pause	release	of	polymerase	II	(pol	II),	and	pre-mRNA	

splicing	[96].		JMJD6	binds	single-stranded	RNA	but	not	DNA.		Like	SUV39H1,	JMJD6	associates	with	

nascent	RNA	transcripts	in	the	nucleus	[97–99].			Its	function	is	necessary	for	normal	differentiation	

of	intestinal	and	other	tissues	in	mice	[100].		Promoter-proximal	pause	release	of	pol	II,	one	of	the	

functions	associated	with	JMJD6,	is	important	for	coordinating	the	transcription	of	genes	during	

differentiation	[101].	

Transcriptional	gene	silencing	coupled	to	pre-mRNA	splicing	is	attributed	to	SUV39H1	in	complex	

with	argonaute	(Ago)	proteins	[102],	as	follows.		Chromatin	modifying	proteins	are	recruited	by	

Ago	complexes	bound	to	double-stranded	or	microRNA,	leading	to	repressive	chromatin	

modifications	such	as	histone	3	lysine	9/lysine	27	(H3K9/K27)	methylation,	which	inhibit	

transcription	at	the	promoter	targeted	by	the	RNA.		The	process	is	similar	for	small	RNA-mediated	

alternative	splicing,	in	which	the	Ago	may	be	guided	by	single-stranded	small	RNA	(possibly	

antisense	transcripts)	to	chromatin	at	the	3′	ends	of	alternative	exons.		Binding	to	additional	

chromatin	components,	such	as	the	chromodomain	protein	HP1,	then	leads	to	repressive	

trimethylation	of	H3K9	by	SUV39H1	and	a	second	lysine	methyl	transferase.		This	slows	pol	II	

elongation,	facilitating	spliceosome	recruitment	to	incorporate	the	alternative	exon.		Together,	the	

roles	of	SUV39H1	and	JMJD6	support	their	participation	in	an	RNA	binding	complex	that	regulates	

gene	transcription	and	possibly	also	contributes	to	pre-mRNA	splicing.		 

How	are	Slfns	and	argonautes	connected?		The	immediate	precursors	of	eukaryotes,	the	Asgard	

group	of	archaebacteria	[103],	contain	a	single	protein	chain	in	which	an	AlbA_2	domain	with	a	Slfn	

box	in	the	N-terminal	region	is	fused	to	a	C-terminal,	400-residue	Ago	sequence		[104].		The	

evolutionary	biologists	studying	these	archaebacteria	annotated	this	sequence	as	a	Slfn-Ago	fusion,	

and	this	sequence	clusters	together	with	archaeal	Agos	participating	in	DNA	or	RNA-guided	DNA	

silencing	to	protect	against	DNA	incorporation	from	other	organisms	[105].			This	is	reminiscent	of	

the	roles	some	mammalian	Slfns	are	known	to	play	in	preventing	viral	DNA	from	being	integrated	

into	host	cells,	as	discussed	in	the	Introduction.		A	protein	BLAST	alignment	of	the	

Heimdallarchaeota	archaeon	Slfn-Ago	fusion	protein	(GenBank	OLS20375.1)	shows	it	is	

significantly	similar	in	the	Slfn	box	and	AlbA_2	region	with	hSLFN12	(residues	191-252	are	29%	
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identical;	expectation	value	of	9*e-05).		For	comparison,	mammalian	hSLFN12	and	rSlfn13	show	

38%	identity	in	their	N-terminal	regions.			Slfn	and	Ago	proteins	both	form	horseshoe-like	

structures	that	wrap	around	RNA	(e.g.,	PDB	entry	5yd0	for	rSlfn13	and	PDB	entry	4krf	for	human	

Ago1).		Our	BLAST	analysis	also	identified	homologous	proteins	with	39-42%	identity	to	the	Asgard	

Heimdallarchaeota	archaeon	Slfn	AlbA_2-Ago	sequence	(GenBank	OLS20375.1)	in	a	number	of	

other	bacterial	families	from	diverse	marine,	freshwater,	soil,	and	animal	environments:	

cyanobacteria,	actinobacteria,	cytophagaceae,	proteobacteria,	and	planctomycetes/	

verrucomicrobia/chlamydiae	(representative	sequence	identifiers	from	GenBank:	

WP_075598738.1,	AHY48436.1,	WP_081144923.1,	WP_112072897.1,	and	RKU28595.1).		In	some	

archaea,	the	Slfn-homologous	AlbA_2	domain	is	alternatively	fused	to	sirtuin2	(SirT2)	[104],	a	

nuclear	H4K16	deacetylase	that	promotes	H4K20	methylation	and	chromatin	compaction	[106].			

The	prevalence	of	these	sequences	across	bacterial	and	archaebacterial	families,	and	their	

similarity	to	mammalian	schlafens	in	the	most	conserved	Slfn	box-AlbA_2	region,	suggest	that	Slfn	

or	Slfn-like	proteins	occur	in	archaebacteria	and	bacteria	as	well	as	vertebrates.	

Given	Slfn	RNA	binding,	its	partnership	with	chromatin	remodeling	proteins,	and	the	ancestral	

covalent	connection	between	Slfns	and	Agos,	could	they	together	form	a	transcriptional	silencing	

complex?		Three	of	hSLFN12’s	binding	partners	are	homologs	of	components	in	the	RNA-induced	

transcriptional	silencing-Clr4	cullin	ring	E3	ligase	(RITS-CLRC)	complex	in	fission	yeast,	suggesting	

they	partner	with	an	Ago	to	form	an	analogous	complex.		In	fission	yeast,	as	in	mammals,	siRNA	

associates	with	Ago1,	targeting	the	complex	to	nascent	RNA	transcripts,	particularly	those	of	long	

non-coding	DNA.		Human	SUV39H1	is	homologous	to	the	yeast	H3K9	methyltransferase,	Clr4,	while	

human	JMJD6	is	homologous	to	the	yeast	JmjC-domain-containing	demethylase,	Lid2,	which	

hypomethylates	H3K4	to	stabilize	heterochromatin	[107–110].		An	additional	hSLFN12	binding	

partner	is	human	PDLIM7	(also	known	as	ENIGMA),	identified	by	affinity-capture	mass	

spectrometry	[111].		PDLIM7	is	a	positive	regulator	of	osteoblast	differentiation	(GO:0045669)	and	

cardiac	development,	and	is	proposed	to	function	in	protein-protein	interactions	in	gene	

transcription	and	the	cytoskeleton	via	its	LIM	and	PDZ	domains	[87,111–113].		The	

correspondences	between	human	SUV39H1,	JMJD6,	and	PDLIM7	with	the	fission	yeast	CLRC	

components	Clr4,	Lid2,	and	Stc1,	respectively,	are	shown	schematically	in	Figure	6.		The	CCHC	zinc	

finger	in	hSLFN12	could	form	an	interface	with	PDLIM7,	since	CCHC	zinc	fingers	are	common	

interfaces	with	LIM	proteins,	or	with	JMJD6,	which	binds	other	zinc	finger-containing	proteins	

[85,111].			

	

Figure 6 
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The	LIM-domain	homolog	of	PDLIM7,	Stc1,	is	key	for	recruiting	the	Clr4	CLRC	complex	to	the	Ago1	

RITS	complex	in	fission	yeast,	resulting	in	Clr4	methylation	of	H3K9	in	cognate	chromatin	to	

promote	heterochromatin	formation	[114].		Homologs	of	the	yeast	Ago1:Lid2:Clr4	RITS-CLRC	

complex	have	been	characterized	in	higher	organisms,	including	Drosophila	[107],	and	the	

corresponding	mechanisms	are	being	dissected	in	mammals	[115].		DDB1	is	the	human	homolog	of	

the	yeast	CLRC	linker	protein,	Rik1.		In	complex	with	cullin4	and	SUV39H1	[116],	DDB1	forms	a	

cullin4	ringbox1	E3	ubiquitin	ligase	similar	to	the	yeast	CLRC,	and	is	vital	for	transcriptional	control	

and	antiviral	activity	[117].		The	DDB1	CLRC	ubiquitination	targets	are	regulators	of	chromatin	

formation,	development,	the	cell	cycle,	and	cell	proliferation	[118].		The	DDB1	CLRC	and	the	human	

UHRF1	E3	ligase	bound	by	JMJD6	have	similar	roles,	since	both	ubiquitinate	histones	and	recruit	

Fig.	6.		Model	of	interactions	between	hSLFN12	and	its	binding	partners,	JMJD6,	SUV39H1,	PDLIM7,	and	hSerpinB12	by	
analogy	with	a	characterized	transcriptional	regulatory	complex	in	fission	yeast.		The	top	panel	depicts	the	S.	pombes	RITS-
CLRC	complex,	where	CLRC	is	a	cullin4-dependent	E3	ubiquitin	ligase/histone	H3K9	methyltransferase	complex	essential	
for	heterochromatin	assembly	by	RNA	interference	(adapted	from	[107]	and	[137]).		Here,	heterochromatin	is	shown	
schematically	as	a	yellow	strip,	with	H3mK9	histone	sites	appearing	as	black	lollipops.		Protein	correspondences	between	
hSLFN12	partners	(lower	panel)	and	the	S.	pombe	complexes	(upper	panel)	are	indicated	by	their	similar	placement	and	
color	in	the	schematic,	and	are	based	on	the	following	information:	human	JMJD6	is	a	Lid2	homolog,	human	SUV39H1	is	a	
Clr4	homolog,	human	DDB1	is	a	Rik1	homolog,	human	HP1b	is	a	Chp1	homolog,	and	human	PDLIM7	and	yeast	Stc1	are	
both	LIM	domain	proteins.		Based	on	co-immunoprecipitation,	hSLFN12	is	part	of	a	complex	with	hSerpinB12,	which	also	
binds	pol	II,	the	CHD4	chromodomain/DNA	helicase	in	the	NuRD	histone	deacetylase,	and	E3	ligase	components,	according	
to	BioGrid.		hSerpinB12	is	predicted	to	bind	nucleic	acids	as	well,	based	on	features	shared	with	MENT.		An	N-terminal	
Slfn-like	AlbA_2	domain	with	Slfn	box	is	fused	to	an	Ago	protein	in	archaeal	and	bacterial	proteins,	indicating	that	Slfns	and	
Ago	work	together	in	some	contexts	including	chromatin	maintenance	in	archaea.		The	roles	of	proteins	in	the	depicted	
hSLFN12	complex	are	consistent	with	additional	BioGrid	data,	including	SUV39H1	binding	to	HP1b	(CBX1),	DDB1	and	
cullin4;	HP1b	binding	to	cullin	4;	and	PDLIM7	binding	to	the	components	of	several	E3	ligases	as	well	as	actin,	which	
shuttles	RITS	components	within	the	cell.		This	model	provides	a	framework	for	testing	hSLFN12	and	hSerpinB12	roles	in	
transcriptional	regulation	associated	with	cell	differentiation,	coupling	two	levels	of	gene	silencing:	blocking	
transcriptional	access	to	genes	via	heterochromatin	formation,	and	silencing	nascent	transcripts	with	siRNA.		Interestingly,	
a	top	structural	ortholog	for	hSLFN12	is	a	recG	helicase-like	protein	(hATPase_c4;	pfam13749;	PDB	entry	3lmm)	from	
Corynebacterium	diphtheriae,	which	we	found	to	overlay	well	with	the	helicase,	F-box,	and	tip	of	the	cullin	domain	in	an	E3	
ligase	complex	with	known	3D	structure	that	is	similar	to	CLRC,	the	SKP1-Cul1-Fbox	E3	ligase/helicase	(PDB	entry	1ldk).		
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chromatin	remodeling	enzymes	[117].			E3	ligases	containing	cullin4,	including	the	one	formed	by	

DDB1,	are	known	targets	for	hijacking	by	viruses	to	evade	recognition	and	support	viral	

propagation	[118],	connecting	them	with	Slfns’	viral	defense	function.		The	helicase	region	in	group	

III	Slfns	has	been	shown	to	act	as	a	virus	sensor	that	protects	cells	against	viral	replication	[1,3,5,6].			

3.5.	The	GTPase-like	C-terminal	region	of	hSLFN12	is	structurally	related	to	MxB,	which	has	Slfn-like	

antiviral	activity		

The	region	in	Slfns	corresponding	to	the	hSLFN12	C-terminal	domain,	which	follows	the	AlbA_2	

domain	in	all	group	II-III	Slfns	(Figure	2),	has	been	the	most	mysterious	region,	not	yet	

characterized	structurally	or	functionally	by	others.		The	entire	catalytic	domain	of	the	dynamin	

GTPase	was	found	to	be	the	structure	showing	the	most	primary,	secondary,	and	tertiary	structural	

compatibility	with	the	C-terminal	domain	of	hSLFN12	(section	3.2).		What	are	the	functional	

implications	of	a	dynamin-like	domain	in	Slfns?		A	candidate	function	is	preventing	the	integration	

of	viral	DNA	into	chromatin.			Myxovirus	resistance	factor	MxB	(also	known	as	Mx2)	is	a	GTPase	

related	to	dynamin	whose	structure	matches	the	C-terminal	domain	in	hSLFN12.		Similar	to	Slfns,	

MxB	has	potent	antiviral	activity	in	mammalian	cells	against	HIV-1	and	other	RNA	viruses	by	

interacting	with	the	capsid	of	HIV-1	and	preventing	chromosomal	integration	of	viral	DNA	[6,119–

121].		MxB	protein	is	found	in	both	the	cytoplasm	and	nucleus,	where	it	forms	a	granular	pattern	in	

the	heterochromatin	underlying	the	nuclear	envelope	[122,123].		Like	the	roles	of	MENT	and	

archaeal	AlbA	domains	in	heterochromatin	formation	[25,74,124],	MxB	is	observed	to	form	higher-

order	oligomeric	arrays	[125],	as	observed	in	its	cryo-electron	microscopy	structure	(PDB	entry	

5uot).		The	GTPase	domain	in	MxB	has	27	surface-exposed	Lys	and	Arg	residues,	and	the	GTPase-

like	domain	in	hSLFN12	is	similarly	positively	charged,	with	31	surface-exposed	Lys	and	Arg	

residues	concentrated	in	the	strip	1	and	2	regions	(Figure	3D).		Dynamin	is	also	observed	to	bind	

RNA,	with	unknown	biological	implications	[126].		A	nuclear	as	well	as	cytoplasmic	role	for	the	C-

terminal	domain	of	hSLFN12	is	consistent	with	the	nuclear	activities	of	the	MxB	GTPase	and	the	

observation	from	cofractionation	experiments	that	JMJD6	binds	dynamin-like	proteins	[127].		By	

moving	between	the	nucleus	and	cytoplasm,	the	dynamin-like	domain	in	hSLFN12	could	shift	

between	nuclear	RITS	and	cytoplasmic	cell-shaping	roles	(as	described	in	Supplementary	Data	4),	

both	of	which	are	essential	for	differentiation.		The	GTPase-like	domain	in	hSLFN12	is	found	in	all	

group	II-III	Slfns,	based	on	their	exhibiting	39%	or	greater	identity	to	at	least	142	residues	in	the	

hSLFN12	GTPase-like	domain	(Figure	2).			
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Interestingly,	a	significant	viral	protein	match	to	Slfns	has	been	found	in	camelpox	virus.		This	

protein	is	called	176R	or	v-slfn	(UniProt	entry	Q775M44),	and	homologs	have	been	found	in	a	

number	of	orthopoxviruses	including	cowpox,	ectromelia,	monkeypox,	and	taterapox	[26,128].		The	

176R	v-slfn	is	36%	identical	to	residues	35-338	of	hSLFN12	(expectation	value	of	9*e-54),	

corresponding	to	the	Slfn	box-AlbA_2	N-terminal	region.		The	authors	found	that	v-slfn	does	not	

inhibit	mammalian	cell	growth	when	stably	expressed.		They	propose	that	v-slfn	is	a	virulence	

factor,	since	vaccinia	virus	administered	intranasally	in	mice	shows	attenuated	virulence	when	v-

slfn	expression	is	heterologously	expressed	in	the	virus,	relative	to	the	wild-type	virus.		However,	

reduction	in	virulence	is	not	observed	in	intradermal	administration	of	the	same	v-slfn	expressing	

virus.		The	observed	attenuation	in	intranasally	administered	vaccinia	virus	could	result	from	

heterologous	v-slfn	expression	destabilizing	the	virus	structure	or	its	interactions	with	the	host	cell.		

Because	v-slfn	does	not	contain	the	MxB-like	GTPase-like	domain	found	in	group	II	Slfns,	it	is	not	an	

obvious	candidate	for	mimicking	or	competing	with	the	hypothesized	role	of	the	GTPase-like	

domain	in	blocking	the	integration	of	viral	DNA.		However,	given	that	v-slfn	contains	the	AlbA_2	

region,	which	is	proposed	to	act	as	a	transcriptional	regulator	in	hSLFN12	and	a	translational	

regulator	in	rSlfn13,	one	possibility	is	that	v-Slfn	competes	with	mammalian	Slfn	AlbA_2	domains’	

inhibition	of	transcription	or	translation.		This	would	free	the	cellular	machinery	to	transcribe	or	

translate	viral	proteins.		Alternatively,	the	v-slfn	could	transcriptionally	or	translationally	

upregulate	or	downregulate	other	regions	in	the	DNA	or	RNA.		Given	that	Slfns	are	not	associated	

with	cell	proliferation/growth,	but	rather	with	cell	cycle	pausing	and	differentiation,	v-slfn	

expression	could	also	influence	the	differentiation	of	mammalian	cells.	

3.6.	hSerpinB12	participation	in	hSLFN12	function	

Several	observations	suggest	that	direct	or	indirect	interaction	with	hSerpinB12	is	important	for	

hSLFN12	function.		hSLFN12	is	observed	to	co-immunoprecipitate	hSerpinB12,	and	hSerpinB12	

and	hSLFN12	both	stimulate	the	expression	of	markers	of	enterocyte	differentiation	[19].		Two	

mutations	(D233A	and	Y236F)	in	the	Slfn	box	region	of	the	AlbA_2	domain	

(ILPQYVSAFANTDGGYLFIGLNE)	not	only	inactivate	hSLFN12	but	also	prevent	

hSLFN12:hSerpinB12	co-immunoprecipitation.		hSLFN12	effects	are	also	inhibited	by	reducing	

hSerpinB12	expression	via	synthetic	siRNA	[19].		hSerpinB12	is	otherwise	known	to	inhibit	serine	

proteases	trypsin,	plasmin,	and	cathepsin	G	[73],	and	the	serpin	family	is	known	to	be	involved	in	

blood,	immune,	and	cartilage	cell	differentiation	[73,129,130].			Could	hSerpinB12	regulate	cell	

differentiation	in	partnership	with	hSLFN12?		The	homologous	serpin	MENT	concentrates	in	

heterochromatin	and	is	the	major	non-histone	chromatin	protein	in	nuclei	[131].		MENT	is	the	
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closest	homolog	of	hSerpinB12	in	the	PDB	(43%	identity	over	the	entire	protein)	and	the	basis	for	

modeling	the	hSerpinB12	structure.		Using	the	AT-hook	positively	charged	motif	(PXRGRP)	in	its	M-

loop	(also	known	as	the	CD	loop,	linking	helices	C	and	D	in	serpins),	MENT	binds	two	linker	strands	

of	DNA	as	they	exit	mononucleosomes	and	oligomerizes	to	form	a	homopolymer	that	compacts	

chromatin.		Its	oligomerization	mechanism	involves	adding	the	MENT	reactive	center	loop	as	a	b	

strand	to	the	edge	(strand6A)	of	the	major	b	sheet	of	an	adjacent	copy	of	MENT	[74,124].		This	

causes	MENT	to	condense	chromatin	into	a	higher	order	structure	by	forming	a	series	of	protein	

bridges	connecting	each	MENT	protein	to	an	adjacent	MENT,	pulling	the	nucleosomes	together	into	

arrays	[132].			

The	nucleic	binding	features	of	MENT	are	moderately	conserved	in	hSerpinB12.		In	the	structure	of	

hSerpinB12	(Figure	3EF;	also	Supplementary	Data	3)	modeled	on	MENT,	the	M-loop	sequence	

(SKEPDPCLKSNKQKAG)	contains	four	positively	charged	Lys	residues	in	the	region	corresponding	

to	the	Arg-rich	M-loop	in	MENT	(Figure	5).		hSerpinB12	bears	a	second	area	of	concentrated	

positive	charge	above	the	positively	charged	N-terminus,	where	the	C-terminus	of	helix	D	meets	the	

loops	of	sheet	B	(Figure	3F).		This	forms	an	11-residue	(K102,	R105,	K107,	K194,	K196,	R231,	R246,	

K249,	K251,	H390,	and	K392)	positive	surface	patch	adjacent	to	the	M-loop,	which	together	form	a	

cleft	that	could	bind	nucleic	acids.		Seven	of	the	nine	residues	in	strand	6A	(Figure	3E)	are	

conserved	between	hSerpinB12	and	MENT,	making	b	sheet	oligomerization	a	possibility	for	

hSerpinB12.		However,	the	binding	of	hSerpinB12	to	RNA	pol	II	[113]	suggests	an	alternative	role	in	

RNA	rather	than	DNA	binding.		Another	binding	partner	of	hSerpinB12	is	the	superfamily	2	DNA	

helicase	CHD4,	which	contributes	to	the	histone	deacetylase	activity	of	NuRD	[133].		As	presented	

above	for	RITS-CLRC	complexes,	hSerpinB12	could	couple	RNA	pol	II	interaction	with	

transcriptional	regulation	via	its	histone-modifying	partner,	CHD4.	

3.7.	Are	there	proteins	of	known	function	with	the	same	domain	architecture	as	hSLFN12?	

Aside	from	schlafens,	two	other	protein	families	contain	both	RNaseE-like	(superfamily	cl26557)	

and	GTPase-like	(superfamily	cl21455)	domains,	according	to	the	Conserved	Domains	Database	

[12].		The	first,	ADP-ribosylation	factor	(ARF)-like	proteins,	are	involved	in	actin	remodeling	and	

vesicular	trafficking	[134].			Some	members	of	this	family	have	enzymatically	inactive	GTPase	

domains,	as	predicted	for	hSLFN12.		The	second	family	includes	the	DEAD-box-like	helicases	

involved	in	unwinding	double-stranded	nucleic	acids	and	metabolizing	RNA	[135].		These	helicases,	

like	the	group	III	schlafens	containing	helicase	superfamily	I	motifs	[4],	also	contain	a	true	P-loop	

NTPase	AAA	domain.		The	NTPase	AAA	domain	is	N-terminal	in	DEAD-like	helicases,	whereas	it	is	
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C-terminal	in	group	III	schlafens.		One	of	these	DEAD-like	helicases,	DDX3,	co-precipitates	with	

Ago2	and	is	hypothesized	to	modulate	miRNA	demethylation	[136].		Additionally,	a	non-covalent	

association	between	RNaseE	and	an	ATP-dependent	helicase	has	been	identified	in	the	RNA	

degradosome	[81].		Thus,	proteins	with	similar	domain	architectures	to	Slfns	are	found	to	have	RNA	

binding	and	metabolic	functions	similar	to	those	suggested	for	hSLFN12. 

Conclusions 

In	this	work,	we	have	modeled	the	domain	architecture	of	hSLFN12,	a	protein	that	stimulates	

intestinal	stem	cell	differentiation,	and	found	that	it	contains	an	N-terminal	domain	related	to	and	

likely	sharing	the	RNA	binding	function	of	rSlfn13,	and	a	C-terminal	domain	that	remotely	

resembles	dynamin	and	may	interact	with	viruses	or	actin,	but	likely	does	not	hydrolyze	GTP.			We	

clarified	by	sequence	conservation	and	structural	analysis	that	the	N-terminal	region	in	Slfns	is	not	

a	divergent	or	schlafen	AAA	domain;	instead	this	RNase	region	in	Slfn	sequences	and	the	rSlfn13	

crystal	structure	closely	matches	the	nucleic	binding	AlbA_2	domain	consensus	sequence	and	3D	

structure.		An	analysis	of	AlbA_2,	GTPase-like	and	AAA	domains	in	14	different	Slfns	clearly	defines	

a	hierarchical,	three-domain	architecture	for	mammalian	Slfns.		Group	I	Slfns	only	contain	an	N-

terminal	AlbA_2	domain,	while	group	II	Slfns	also	include	a	C-terminal	GTPase-like	domain,	and	

group	III	Slfns	additionally	contain	a	C-terminal	AAA_22/helicase	domain.		

Analysis	of	conserved	residues	between	hSLFN12	and	other	Slfns	supports	an	RNA	binding	and	

possible	3’	endoribonuclease	function	for	the	N-terminal	domain.		The	C-terminal	GTPase-like	

domain	in	hSLFN12,	by	analogy	with	dynamin	and	MxB,	may	contribute	to	chromatin	and	actin	

cytoskeleton	interactions,	both	of	which	contribute	to	cell	differentiation.		In	the	nucleus,	hSLFN12	

is	hypothesized	to	bind	RNA	in	a	RITS-like	process	contributing	to	silencing	non-coding	DNA	or	

proliferation-associated	gene	programs	via	heterochromatin	formation,	while	possibly	also	

contributing	to	pre-mRNA	splicing.		hSLFN12	binding	partners	SUV39H1,	JMJD6,	and	PDLIM7	are	

homologs	of	proteins	in	the	yeast	RITS-CLRC	complex.		hSLFN12	partner	hSerpinB12	was	found	to	

be	homologous	to	the	heterochromatin-promoting	serpin,	MENT,	and	hSerpinB12	binds	RNA	pol	II	

and	the	CHD4	DNA	helicase	of	a	histone	deacetylase.		Both	these	roles	are	relevant	to	the	RITS-

CLRC	mechanism	of	transcriptional	regulation	shown	in	Figure	6.	

Together,	the	results	of	this	work	help	elucidate	the	architecture	of	shared	domains	in	the	~16	000	

proteins	annotated	as	schlafens	and	provide	specific	hypotheses	for	the	roles	of	the	two	domains	of	

hSLFN12	and	its	partners	in	cell	differentiation.		Structural	integrity	versus	functional	roles	for	

conserved	sequence	motifs	in	Slfns	are	also	clarified,	based	on	their	structural	context	in	rSlfn13	
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and	the	homologous	hSLFN12	model.		In	combination	with	experimental	data	on	binding	partners,	

now	readily	accessible	in	BioGrid,	the	domain	architecture	described	here	is	expected	to	provide	

useful	insights	into	how	hSLFN12	and	other	members	of	the	schlafen	family	function	in	stem	cell	

differentiation	and	defense	against	viruses.	
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